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Colour range for offices – Zumtobel presents four office luminaires with a new variety of colours

Architecture gains greater design freedom when there are more colours. This trend has also arrived in the office world. Nowadays, offices aren’t just grey corporate boxes anymore. They are developing into a location of creativity where inspiration and recreation can be found. Zumtobel continues this trend in office lighting by offering a new variety of colours.

Dornbirn, 4th of December 2017 – Offices are more than just a workplace today. They are minimalistic, smart modern, functional or have a loft look. Users are at the heart of contemporary office concepts, which means, essentially, they influence the interior design and the office lighting. Intelligent lighting solutions help to increase people's sense of well-being, to create identity and at the same time cut costs. Zumtobel is an experienced office lighting expert, especially in the area of wellbeing. And now also when it comes to setting new colour accents. Introducing office bestsellers MELLOW LIGHT, VAERO, ONDARIA and LIGHT FIELDS evolution in the colours white, black, silver, bronze and raw.

While the white luminaire can be discreetly integrated into drywall ceilings, the silver version creates a flexible transition between the fitting and the exposed concrete. If highlights are required, choose from additional versions in bronze, black and naturally anodised aluminium.

MELLOW LIGHT plays with light. It brings the depth of the room to life in the ‘mellow’ colours of the sky until late at night. Walls and ceilings begin to breathe and give people a renewed sense of outdoor freedom. VAERO is more light than luminaire. Its design language – streamlined and clear in the true sense of the word – discreetly integrates into any room architecture, making it the ideal choice for various office areas.

The timeless design of the ONDARIA luminaire perfectly complements a variety of different room concepts. Whether recessed, surface-mounted or as a pendant luminaire – the clear geometry enhances the architecture without detracting from the interior styling. LIGHT FIELDS evolution, the recessed, surface-mounted, pendant, free-standing and wall-mounted LED luminaire, is entirely dedicated to progress and further development. The design is minimalist and consistently uniform for all models.

Lighting solutions by Zumtobel create working conditions that make people feel good, thus motivating them and helping them to concentrate on doing their job better. Wellbeing in office spaces is enhanced by holistic lighting ecosystems. Zumtobel’s Active Light is linked to daylight dynamics, actively supporting the natural bio rhythm and seamlessly ensuring maximum visual comfort for
tasks. Such human centric lighting solutions bring people together and promote creativity, as they are effortlessly personalized, with the individual always at heart.

Find an insight into the new colour range of Zumtobel's office luminaires in this video.
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Image 1 + 2: Zumtobel presents four office luminaires with a new variety of colours and offers lighting designers even more creative freedom in the future.

Image 3 + 4: The office bestsellers MELLOW LIGHT, VAERO, ONDARIA and LIGHT FIELDS evolution are now available in the colours white, black, silver, bronze and raw.

Image 5 + 6: Lighting solutions by Zumtobel create working conditions that make people feel good, thus motivating them and helping them to concentrate on doing their job better.
About Zumtobel

As a leader in innovation, Zumtobel develops sustainable lighting solutions tailored to the needs of people in their respective applications. With a comprehensive portfolio of high-quality luminaires and intelligent lighting management systems, the Austrian company provides optimum indoor and exterior products for working and living spaces – the right light for every activity at any time of day. The applications office, education, presentation and retail, hotel and wellness, health, art and culture and industry are now perfectly complemented with portfolios for living and outdoor areas. Zumtobel is a brand of Zumtobel Group AG with its head office in Dornbirn, Vorarlberg (Austria).

Zumtobel. The Light.